From ESO VLT/FLAMES/GIRAFFE spectra, abundance measurements of Zn have been made in ≈100 individual red giant branch (RGB) stars in the Sculptor dwarf spheroidal galaxy. This is the largest sample of individual Zn abundance measurements within a stellar system beyond the Milky Way. In the observed metallicity range, −2.7 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ −0.9, the general trend of Zn abundances in Sculptor is similar to that of α-elements. That is, super-solar abundance ratios of [Zn/Fe] at low metallicities, which decrease with increasing [Fe/H], eventually reaching subsolar values. However, at the higher metallicities in Sculptor, [Fe/H] −1.8, we find a significant scatter, −0.8 [Zn/Fe] +0.4, which is not seen in any α-element. Our results are consistent with previous observations of a limited number of stars in Sculptor and in other dwarf galaxies. These results suggest that zinc has a complex nucleosynthetic origin, behaving neither completely like an α-nor an iron-peak element.
Introduction
The chemical evolution pathway of a galaxy is preserved in the photospheres of its long-lived, low-mass stars. Studying chemical abundances of stars from different stages of a galaxy's evolution provides vital information about the processes that dominated in the production of each element. Early in the history of any system, the chemical enrichment of the surrounding interstellar medium (ISM) is dominated by Supernovae (SNe) Type II, which produce large amounts of α-elements (e.g. Mg, Si, S, Ca), and thus high [α/Fe] . Typically 1 Gyr after the onset of star formation, SNe Type Ia start to pollute the environment predominantly with iron-peak elements, and the [α/Fe] ratios in the ISM begin to decrease at a rate that depends on the star formation in the system and how it varies with time (e.g. Matteucci & Brocato 1990; Gilmore & Wyse 1991) .
The element Zn is the heaviest of the iron group. Its nucleosynthetic origin, however, appears to be quite complex and a complete picture for the production has not yet been established. Studies of the solar neighbourhood have demonstrated a flat, moderately enhanced, [Zn/Fe] ratio over a broad metallicity range, −2.5
[Fe/H] 0 (e.g. Reddy et al. 2003 Reddy et al. , 2006 Bensby et al. 2014 ). These results have prompted the use of Zn as a proxy for Fe in Damped Lyman-α systems (DLAs) (e.g. Pettini et al. 1990 ). This is because, unlike Fe, Zn is generally not significantly depleted onto dust in the ISM (e.g. Spitzer & Jenkins 1975; Savage & Sembach 1996; Jenkins 2009; Vladilo et al. 2011 ). However, recent observations have shown that Zn can also show a behaviour that is more akin to that of α-elements.
At low metallicities, [Fe/H] ≤ −2.5, stars in the Milky Way halo exhibit an enhanced, and possibly metallicity dependent [Zn/Fe] ratio (Primas et al. 2000; Cayrel et al. 2004) . Furthermore, in the metallicity range −1.6 [Fe/H] −0.6, Nissen & Schuster (2010 observed two distinct halo populations in the solar neighbourhood, showing high and low [α/Fe] abundance ratios. In their sample, [Zn/Fe] also showed high and low values, similar to the α-element variations. Recent results from the Gaia ESO Survey also show some discrepancies from the classical view that Zn follows Fe (Duffau et al. 2017) . At lower metallicities, [Fe/H] < −0.5, and at relatively large Galactocentric distances, R GC > 7, the observations are consistent with previous measurements in the Milky Way disk, namely that the mildly enhanced values of [Zn/Fe] decrease towards solar values at [Fe/H] = 0. At smaller Galactocentric distances, however, a decreasing trend of [Zn/Fe] is observed, reaching sub-solar values, and including some spread. These results are, however, limited to observations of giant stars, since the sample did not include dwarf stars at smaller Galactocentric distances. This matches results for high-metallicity RGB stars at [Fe/H] ≥ −0.1 in the Milky Way bulge, where [α/Fe] ratios are typically lower compared to the disk, and show a spread of −0.60 < [Zn/Fe] < +0.15, with most stars having subsolar abundance ratios (Barbuy et al. 2015) . However, these low values are not observed in the microlensed dwarf and subgiant stars in the Galactic bulge (Bensby et al. 2013) , and the discrepancy between these two surveys has not yet been resolved. Analogous to what is observed in the Milky Way, previously published [Zn/Fe] abundance ratio measurements in Sculptor and other dwarf galaxies show low values, and some spread (e.g. Shetrone et al. 2001 Shetrone et al. , 2003 Sbordone et al. 2007; Cohen & Huang 2010; Venn et al. 2012; Berg et al. 2015) . Overall, the observational findings are in agreement with theoretical calculations, which predict the [Zn/Fe] ratios in the yields of Type Ia SNe to be negative (e.g. Iwamoto et al. 1999; Kobayashi et al. 2006) , and lower than in Type II SNe, similar to α-elements. However, the observed trend of [Zn/Fe] with [Fe/H] in the Milky Way cannot be fully explained only with a mixture of normal corecollapse SNe Type II and Type Ia. To reproduce the high values observed at the lowest metallicities ([Zn/Fe] ∼ +0.5, at [Fe/H] < −3), Umeda & Nomoto (2002) suggest that SNe with higher explosion energies, so called hypernovae (HNe), are required. Similarly, Kobayashi et al. (2006) suggest that a significant contribution of HNe is needed to reproduce the values observed in the solar neighbourhood, namely [Zn/Fe] = 0 at [Fe/H] = 0. In addition to classical SNe explosions, other production sites have been proposed. Hoffman et al. (1996) predicted a significant contribution of Zn production from α-rich neutrino-driven winds, following the delay of supernovae explosions. The weak s-process in massive stars and the main s-process occurring in AGB stars are also predicted to account for a total of ≈11% of the Zn in the solar neighboorhood (Travaglio et al. 2004) .
On the other hand, very massive stars, 140 < M ⋆ /M ⊙ < 260, which end their lives as Pair Instability Supernovae (PISN), are expected to produce significant amounts of Fe and the α-elements but only a negligible amount of Zn, with yields as low as [Zn/Fe] < −1.5 (e.g. Umeda & Nomoto 2002; Heger & Woosley 2002; Kozyreva et al. 2014) . Such a stellar population might have been abundant in the early Universe because the initial mass function (IMF) of the first stars was likely top heavy (e.g. Hosokawa et al. 2011; Hirano et al. 2014) . The chemical signature of these zerometallicity PISN might be preserved in long-lived, relatively metal-rich stars at [Fe/H] −2 (Salvadori et al. 2007; de Bennassuti et al. 2017) , which should show low [Zn/Fe] values accompanied with a high abundance ratios between even and odd elements (e.g. Heger & Woosley 2002) .
To get a global overview of the apparently complicated production of Zn, it is important to provide observational constraints in as many different environments as possible. The Sculptor dwarf spheroidal galaxy (dSph) in the Local Group is one of the few extragalactic systems where we are able to obtain an unobscured picture of the early star formation and chemical enrichment. This ancient galaxy had a simple star formation history, with a peak in star formation ∼13 Gyr ago and a slow decrease, so the majority of the stars were formed during the first 2-3 Gyr (de Boer et al. 2012 ). This galaxy is dominated by an old stellar population (>10 Gyr), and thus it gives us a clear view back to the star formation and chemical enrichment processes in the early Universe.
In this paper, we present Zn abundance determinations for ≈100 red giant branch (RGB) stars in Sculptor, expanding significantly the data base of such measurements in Local Group galaxies. Taking into account the old age of the stellar population in Sculptor, these results are directly complementary to chemical abundance studies of DLA systems at high redshift. A detailed comparison between chemical abundances in local dwarf galaxies and DLA systems will be the subject of an upcoming paper, Skúladóttir et al. in prep. 
Observations and data reduction
The observations were taken in service mode with VLT FLAMES/GIRAFFE in October and November of 2013, using the HR7A grating, which covers the wavelength range 4700-4970 Å with resolution R∼19,500. The observational details are listed in Table 1 .
In the 25 ′ diameter field placed on the centre of the Sculptor dSph, detailed abundance measurements have been made for ≈100 stars (Tolstoy et al. 2009, Hill et al in prep.) . For an overlapping sample of 86 stars, highresolution (HR) FLAMES/GIRAFFE spectroscopy has previously been carried out to measure S (Skúladóttir et al. 2015a) , and now the same stars were targeted with the HR7A grating to measure Zn. At the distance of Sculptor, only the brightest stars are available for HR spectroscopy. This sample, therefore, consists of RGB stars, with T eff 4700 K.
The GIRAFFE spectra were reduced with the ESOprovided pipeline 1 , including bias, flat-field, and wavelength calibration and extraction. Each observation was reduced Á. Skúladóttir et al.: Zinc abundances in the Sculptor dwarf spheroidal galaxy , Fig. 2 . Deviation from the average value of the stellar velocities, δvr,i = vr,i −vr, for a series of measurements. Red hexagon is ET0097, the only known CEMP-no star in Sculptor (Skúladóttir et al. 2015b) , and light blue circles are stars with less than four velocity measurements. separately via the SUM method, provided by the pipeline. The final reduced sets of spectra were sky-subtracted using a routine written by M. Irwin (see Battaglia et al. 2008) , which scales the sky background to be subtracted from each object spectrum to match the observed sky emission lines. Each set of spectra was combined using a weighted mean of the counts going into each observation, excluding pixels with extreme outliers in individual exposures.
The signal-to-noise ratio, S/N, was evaluated as the mean value over the standard deviation of the continuum in line-free regions. The flux is low in our sampled RGB stars, especially in the blue. Due to the relatively steep slope of the flux (because of changes both in the luminosity of the star and instrument efficiency) the S/N was measured in two parts of the spectra, in the region 4750-4850 Å, where we measured Zn, and in the red part, 4850-4950 Å. This is shown in Fig. 1 and listed in Table 2 . The S/N at the bluest end of the spectra, 4700-4750 Å was very low ( 10), and in general this region is not usable for accurate abundance measurements, with the exception of the brightest stars.
Velocity measurements
A large fraction of our target stars have previously been observed in other wavelength regions: with the lowresolution setting LR8, R ∼ 6, 500, in September 2004 (Battaglia et al. 2008) ; high-resolution settings HR10, R ∼ 20, 000, in August 2003 (Hill et al. in prep.) ; and HR22B, R ∼ 20, 000, in July and August 2012 (Skúladóttir et al. 2015a ). These observations span nine years, and the velocity measurements of individual stars, see Table 3 , can be used to identify those with velocity variations, i.e. stars that are likely to have a binary companion. In all cases the velocities are measured using a cross-correlation with an RGB template. The results from Battaglia et al. (2008) are obtained with a single exposure, while the HR results are taken from multiple exposures either over few days (Hill et al. in prep.) , or approximately a month (Skúladóttir et al. 2015a; this work) , and the average of the exposures is listed. On these short timescales, 1 month, none of the stars within the samples showed a significant velocity variation, beyond what can be expected from measurement errors.
How the velocity measurements, taken over years, differ from the mean for each star, δv r,i = v r,i −v r , is shown in Fig. 2 . The total error of the velocity values is the combination of random measurement errors due to noise, biases because of the difference in templates used for the cross-correlation, and uncertainties in the wavelength calibration of each observed FLAMES setting. This is best calculated over the whole sample. The median offset in each case is: δ v r,1 = 0.0 (Hill et al. in prep.), δ v r,2 = −0.2 km/s (Battaglia et al. 2008 ), δ v r,3 = −0.3 km/s (Skúladóttir et al. 2015a) , and δ v r,4 = +0.6 km/s (this work). We note that the intrinsic error of the velocity measurements are highest for the LR setting, v r,2 , on the order of few km/s, while for the HR settings the measurement error is 1 km/s.
The maximum velocity variations for each star between these four measurements, ∆v r,max , are shown in Fig. 3 . The median value over the whole sample is ∆v r,max = 2.1 km/s, which arises mostly due to errors, with a standard deviation of σ = 2.6 km/s. The stars that show a variation that is 1σ and 2σ greater than the median value, ∆ v r,max , are labelled possible and likely binaries respectively in Table 3 . Out of these, all would still be considered possible/likely binaries if measurements from the LR setting, v r,2 were excluded.
In our sample, 8 stars out of 87 are possible or likely binaries, that is 9%. This should be considered a lower limit on the binary fraction in this sample, as the number of velocity measurements is limited. In particular, we note that ET0097, the only carbon-enhanced metal-poor (CEMP) star in the sample (Skúladóttir et al. 2015b ) is a possible binary. This star shows no Ba enhancement, and is therefore a CEMP-no star, which are not typically binaries, though some of them are (Starkenburg et al. 2014; Hansen et al. 2015) . In the case of ET0097, its carbon enhancement cannot be easily explained with mass transfer from a binary companion as there are no clear signs of this in the abundance patterns (Skúladóttir et al. 2015b ). 
Abundance analysis
Our analysis was carried out using the spectral synthesis code TURBOSPEC 2 (Alvarez & Plez 1998; Plez 2012) . The stellar atmosphere models are adopted from MARCS 3 (Gustafsson et al. 2008) for stars with standard composition, 1D and assuming LTE, interpolated to match the exact stellar parameters for the target stars. Atomic parameters are adopted from the VALD 4 database (Kupka et al. 1999 and references therein). All lines used for abundance measurements are listed in Table 4 . All measurements are done by including all atomic data for the wavelength range in question, thus including blends of other elements. A single broadening factor was added, corresponding to the width of which is the quadratic sum spectrograph resolution and macro turbulence, calibrated against the available, unblended Fe I lines in the spectra. To be consistent with previous work on the same stellar sample, the adopted solar abundances are from Grevesse & Sauval (1998) ; A(Fe) ⊙ = 7.50, A(Zn) ⊙ = 4.60, and A(Ti) ⊙ = 5.02. Literature data used in this paper are scaled to match these solar abundances.
Stellar parameters
The stellar parameters (T eff , log g, and v t ) and [Fe/H] for most of the target stars were previously determined by Hill et al. (in prep.) , and are the same as used in Skúladóttir et al. (2015a) . The data used for this include FLAMES/GIRAFFE settings HR10, HR13, HR14A and HR15 and two stars overlapping with our sample have FLAMES/UVES spectra. The stellar parameters for these stars were determined by following a method described in Letarte et al. (2010) for the GIRAFFE sample, and in Shetrone et al. (2003) for the UVES stars. The spectra used in Hill et al. (in prep.) cover longer wavelength and suffer less crowding and blending of lines, compared to the HR7A used here. We therefore choose to use these previously determined stellar parameters where possible, both for higher quality and for consistency with previous abundance measurements of this sample (Hill et al. in Tolstoy et al. 2009; Skúladóttir et al. 2015a ). For new targets, however, we determine the stellar parameters with the available HR7A spectra. All adopted stellar parameters are listed in Table 2 .
To make sure that the abundance determinations are all on the same scale, [Fe/H] was compared in the overlapping 86 stars. To check that the available Fe lines were reliable, we first performed a selection based on the statistical behaviour of the lines. Out of the ≈ 50 lines in the wavelength range, in total 39 Fe lines were selected and measured in stars for this comparison. This was done where the S/N of the spectrum was sufficient for the given line, and it was not too severely blended. The total number of Fe lines used for each star ranged from 13 to 37, depending on the metallicity of the star, and the quality of the spectra. This spectrum also has the lowest S/N of all target stars, and so the quality of the spectrum is not good enough for reliable abundance measurements and we exclude it from further analysis. The other star, ET0147, has σ Fe = 0.18, which is quite typical for the target stars, yet the [Fe/H] measurements show a large difference. This star, has a very low S abundance and, as noted in Skúladóttir et al. (2015a) , it has the biggest difference between T eff , as determined from photometry and spectroscopy, in the entire sample of Hill et al. (in prep.) . Therefore, we will re-evaluate the stel- 
New targets
In addition to the targets overlapping with Hill et al. (in prep.) , 15 new RGB stars were observed. The stellar parameters for these stars, and the star ET0147, were determined from photometry (using B, V, I, J, H and K filters), and the HR7A spectra. The photometry for these 16 stars is listed in Table 5 The effective temperature, T eff , was determined with photometry, following the recipe from Ramírez & Meléndez (2005) , assuming reddening correction, E(C), in the direction of the Sculptor dSph as listed in Table 6 . The estimates Table 6 . Reddening corrections towards the Sculptor dSph from Schlegel et al. (1998) .
from different colors, T eff (C), are listed in Table 7 . In a few cases the photometry falls out of the range provided by Ramírez & Meléndez (2005) , and T eff (C) is not calculated. The final value T eff is determined by the average of the available T eff (C). The error is determined by the quadratic sum of relevant factors:
where σ T is the scatter between the available T eff (C), and δT eff (δ [Fe/H] ) is the error in T eff arising from the uncertainty in [Fe/H] . In general, σ T is the bigger source of error. The surface gravities are obtained using photometry and the standard relation:
The absolute bolometric magnitudes for the stars, M bol,⋆ are calculated using a calibration for the V-band magnitude (Alonso et al. 1999 ) and a distance modulus of Table 7 . The method used to determine photometric T eff and log g in Hill et al. (in prep. ) is the same as described here, but a different distance modulus was adopted (m − M ) 0 = 19.54, in agreement with Tolstoy et al. (2003) , and only colors (V-I), (V-J) and (V-K) were used. Furthermore, the photometric values of T eff were checked by examining the dependence of Fe I abundances of individual lines on their excitation potential, χ. This lead to the revision of the values in 12 stars in their sample, typically of 100 K. The final values of log g were determined spectroscopically by demanding that abundances of Fe I and Fe II agree within the uncertainties.
The turbulence velocity, v t was determined by minimizing the slope of [Fe/H] with log(EW/λ), in the same way as done in Hill. et al. (in prep) . A typical error of 0.2 km/s was adopted, taken from the errors on the slope. Sometimes the available Fe I lines were too few to robustly determine this slope. In these cases, the value v t = 1.70 ± 0.25 km/s was adopted, since this is the median value of the entire sample A&A proofs: manuscript no. Skuladottir2017a_accepted Table 7 . Stellar parameters for the new targets and ET0147.
Star
T The bluest part of the spectrum (< 4740 Å) is only usable for the brightest stars, so these points and their standard deviations are determined from measurements in ≤ 6 stars.
as determined by Hill et al. (in prep.) and the associated error was assumed to be the standard deviation. The [Fe/H] of these stars was determined using the available Fe I lines in the wavelength region 4740-4970 Å. In total 54 lines were used that did not systematically show greater than 2σ deviation from the mean, see Table 4 . Some of these lines were only suitable for metal-poor or metal-rich stars, depending on strength and blending, so the number of lines used for each target, N Fe , ranges from 11 to 42. The results are shown in Table 7 , where the error on [Fe/H] is:
where ∆[Fe/H] sp is the uncertainty coming from the stellar parameters and:
The metallicities of all the new stars lie within the range −2.7 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ −1.3.
Titanium measurements
The wavelength region observed with the HR7A setting has not commonly been used for faint targets, such as RGB stars in dwarf galaxies. To ensure that the data reduction was successful, and to have a reference element for scaling the error estimates of Zn (see Section 4.4), Ti abundances were measured for the sample. The spectra contain ∼40 measurable Ti lines, given the resolution, the S/N ratios and the stellar parameters of the sample. Ti abundances were measured, using 38 lines, of both Ti I and Ti II, which are shown in Fig. 6 and listed in Table 4 . One of these lines was excluded, since it showed a systematic deviation from the average that was more than 2σ from the mean. The scatter between lines is larger than for Fe I lines, because a larger fraction of the lines are at bluer wavelengths (≤4800 Å) where the S/N is lower. The fact that both Ti I and Ti II lines are measured together is also expected to increase the scatter, but ionization equilibrium is fulfilled within the errors of the data. [Ti I/H] Hill is shown in Fig. 7 . The result obtained here is on average 0.03 ± 0.01 lower than [Ti I/H] Hill , and 0.07 ± 0.02 lower than [Ti II/H] Hill . In most of the sample, the agreement is reasonable, but for a few stars the difference is significant. The measurements from Hill et al. include ∼20 Ti I and Ti II lines in total, so in general the measurements made with the HR7A range are expected be more reliable.
Zinc measurements
Two Zn I lines are available in the observed wavelength range, at 4722.2 Å and 4810.5 Å (see Table 4 ), but the S/N ratio at the bluest end of the spectra was generally too low for reliable abundance measurements. Even though the bluer Zn I line could also be measured in the brightest stars, the line at 4810.5 Å was always more reliable, and is therefore used for all stars. Where usable, the line at 4722.2 Å was always in agreement with that at 4810.5 Å.
Previous measurements of the Zn abundance in Sculptor have all been made with higher resolution spectra and by using EWs for the abundance determination Geisler et al. 2005; Jablonka et al. 2015; Hill et al. in prep) . Here we use synthetic spectra analysis. To ensure the different abundance measurements are in agreement, we used our method on the reduced and normalized spectra from Shetrone et al. (2003) and Hill et al (in prep.) obtained with UVES slit and FLAMES/UVES fibres. Hill et al. (in prep) measured Zn in 7 stars, of which one star is in our sample (ET0112). In total 5 stars in Sculptor were observed by Shetrone et al. (2003) . For one of these stars, ET0158 (H-400), the Zn abundance was not determined, but for the remaining four, three are also in our sample (ET0071, ET0151 and ET0489).
Using the same normalized spectra, the EWs were measured from our best fitting synthetic spectra around the Zn I line at 4810 Å, and compared with those from the previous studies see Fig. 8a . In general the agreement is good, , which has a large (negative) spike in the red wing of the line. This may cause errors with both methods but synthetic spectra have the advantage of taking the expected line profile into account. With the same stellar parameters used previously, the Zn abundances were measured using synthetic spectra and compared to the original values, as is shown in Fig. 8b . Similarly to the previous panel, this comparison is in good agreement with the exception of the star ET0071.
Finally, Fig. 8c shows the comparison of Zn abundance measurements from GIRAFFE and UVES spectra, as measured by this work. Both continuum evaluation and abundance determination is carried out with synthetic spectra analysis. This panel only contains the stars of the HR7A sample that overlap with Hill et al. (in prep.) and Shetrone et al. (2003) . Contrary to the other panels, ET0158 (H-400), at [Fe/H] = −1.80, is also included although Shetrone et al. (2003) did not measure the Zn abundance for this star. We use the stellar parameters determined by Hill et al. (in prep.) for the Shetrone stars. All measured stars are in good agreement, whether the UVES or the FLAMES/GIRAFFE spectra are used for the measurements.
A comparison between our final measured values of [Zn/Fe], and those in the literature for the overlapping sample of stars is shown in Fig. 9 . We note that two of the stars in common with the Shetrone et al. (2003) the Zn I line, which likely affected the EW in Shetrone et al. (2003) . This is the most likely reason why the EW measurement from the best fit of the synthetic spectra, gives a lower value than measured by Shetrone et al. (2003) , see Fig. 8a at [Fe/H] Shet = −1.24. Regarding the star ET0389, the continuum as evaluated by Shetrone et al. (2003) is higher than that determined here using synthetic spectra. When the same continuum is used, the measurements of [Zn/Fe] agree (see Fig. 8b , [Fe/H] Shet = −1.66). When the method for evaluating continuum that is used here is also used on the UVES spectrum, the two different spectra also agree within the errors (see Fig. 8c ). Thus, where comparison was possible, the current spectra are in agreement with those of the literature. Different methods of continuum and abundance determination, however, seem to increase the measured scatter. Measuring Zn accurately from only one line at the blue wavelength of 4810.5 Å is challenging in these faint RGB stars, so it is important to keep in mind that the errors in general are quite significant, and should not be neglected.
Errors
In the cases of Fe and Ti, where five or more lines were always measured in the same star, the final abundance was determined to be the average of the measurements, and the error due to the noise was defined as:
where N X is the number of measured lines of element X, and σ X is the standard deviation of the measurements. For Zn only one line was available, and the error for an individual line was determined from the χ <δ noise (Ti)> = <σ Ti >, thereby assuming that the noise is dominating the scatter between Ti lines (both Ti I and Ti II). This f factor is then applied to get the errors for individual Zn lines. The error of the line, δ noise , is taken as the maximum value of the upper and lower errorbars.
The uncertainties of the stellar parameters, T eff , log g, and v t , result in a systematic errors in abundance ratios, ∆[X/Y] sp . This is quadratically added to the measurement error, δ noise , to get the final adopted error of abundance ratios:
Results
All abundance measurements are listed with errors in Table 2.
Titanium in Sculptor
The trend of decreasing [Ti/Fe] with increasing [Fe/H] in Sculptor is well known Geisler et al. 2005; Kirby et al. 2009; Tolstoy et al. 2009; Hill et al. in prep.) . The results of the titanium measurements with the HR7A setting are consistent with this, see Fig. 10 , and show the typical trend for α-elements in dwarf spheroidal galaxies. Less efficient star formation before the onset of SN Type Ia in Sculptor causes the so-called 'knee', which is the beginning of the decrease in [α/Fe] , to occur at a lower [Fe/H] compared to the Milky Way. The same behaviour is also seen in other α-elements in Sculptor, for example in sulphur (Skúladóttir et al. 2015a ).
Zinc in Sculptor
The results of the Zn abundance measurements are shown in Fig. 11 . No corrections for non-LTE effects have been applied, but these are expected to be positive and small, 0.1 dex (Takeda et al. 2005 ). However, we caution that this conclusion may be biased by the lack of available quantum mechanical data for Zn, for example photo-ionisation cross-sections and inelastic collisions with atomic hydrogen.
The scatter in [Zn/Fe] as a function of [Fe/H] in Sculptor is quite significant. This is also seen in the smaller sample of the literature, obtained from spectra with quality spectra, 11 ≤ S/N blue ≤ 18, while the average of the sample is < S/N blue >≈ 24 with a standard deviation of σ S/N ≈ 6. Therefore, we can assume that the average value of [Zn/Fe] for the stars with only upper limits is not significantly different from the rest of the sample, and can thus be safely excluded in Fig. 13 .
Finally we note that the two most metal-rich bins are uniquely consistent with having the same [Zn/Fe], within the errors. One of the production-sites of Zn is neutroncapture processes, which are more effective in massive Type II supernovae at higher metallicities (Nomoto et al. 2013 ). This metallicity dependence of the yields could therefore be a possible explanation for this apparent saturation in the abundance ratios.
Recently Duffau et al. 2017 found decreasing [Zn/Fe] in the Milky Way with smaller distances to the Galactic center. To test for evidence of spatial variation in Sculptor, we divided our sample into an outer (R Scl > 0.12 deg.) and inner region (R Scl ≤ 0.12 deg.) sub-samples, which contain similar number of stars (≈ 40), see Fig. 14. The metallicity gradient in our sample is minimal, and the difference in < [Fe/H] > is ≤ 0.03 dex between the inner and outer regions, both for the high-and low-metallicity groups. In our data there is no significant difference in [Zn/Fe] between the inner and outer regions. Considering the errors and that all the stars are within 18 arcminutes of the centre of Sculptor this is perhaps unsurprising. However, we do note that the dispersion in [Zn/Fe] is smallest for the metal-rich stars in the inner region, σ ≈ 0.2, while it is σ ≈ 0.3 in the other three sub-samples.
Compared to other iron-peak elements, the evolution of Zn in Sculptor seems rather complicated, with a decreasing trend of [Zn/Fe] with [Fe/H], similar to α-elements. But the abundance ratio also has a significant scatter at a given [Fe/H] , and a possible saturation of the trend at the highest metallicities in Sculptor.
Correlation of the Zn scatter with other elements
The [Zn/Fe] and [α/Fe] abundance ratios in Sculptor show a similar trend with [Fe/H] and are therefore correlated, see Fig. 13 . This results from these elements not primarily being produced in Type Ia SN, rather than necessarily suggesting a common production channel. If, on the other hand, the abundance scatter is correlated with that of an- other element, further clues on the nucleosynthesis of Zn may be drawn.
To test this, for each star we calculate the deviation from the mean, ∆[X/Fe], at a given [Fe/H] . Without the effects of the mean trend, we can check for correlations between the scatter of Zn, ∆[Zn/Fe], and the scatter in other elements, ∆[X/Fe]. A significant number of elements have previously been measured for the sample stars (Tolstoy et al. 2009; Skúladóttir et al. 2015a; Skúladóttir 2016; Hill et al. in prep.) and we also include measurements from the literature Geisler et al. 2005; Hill et al. in prep.) . Stars with only upper limits for Zn or the relevant reference element were excluded, as were stars with errors δ [Zn/Fe] > 0.50.
The following elements had sufficient measurements available for this comparison: O, Na, Mg, Si, Ca, Ti, Sc, Cr, Mn, Fe II, Co, Ni, Ba, La and Nd. In each case, > 50 stars had measurements of these elements and Zn, with the exception of O (≈20 stars) and Sc (≈30 stars). A statistically significant correlation with the scatter of Zn was found only for one element: Ni. A comparison with n = 70 stars gave a correlation coefficient of r = 0.29 and a t-value of t = 2.5, while the correlation with all other elements have t<1.2.
Although the correlation is significant, it can either be astrophysical or arise from some aspect of our analysis. The Ni abundance measurements were made using equivalent width measurements, with another set of spectra (Hill et al. in prep.) , so systematics in the analysis, such as uncertainties in the continuum placement can be excluded. However, as the same stellar parameters are used, if errors of T eff , log g and v t affect the Zn and Ni lines in a similar fashion, then this co-variance could produce a correlation in the way seen here.
To test if this is a plausible explanation, 70 artificial stars were given two Gaussian random errors, δ Zn and δ Ni , so that the average amplitude of these errors in the sample would be equal to the average measurement errors of Zn and Ni, respectively. Typically, the errors of any two elements in a sample of stars can be expected to be correlated, since on average brighter stars have lower errorbars on all elements compared to fainter stars. However, Zn and Ni were measured with two different sets of spectra, so there Fig. 13 ), used as initial and final conditions, and SN Type Ia nucleosynthetic yields, YX, i.e. synthesized mass of each element X in one SN Type Ia (Iwamoto et al. 1999 ).
Ele. Initial cond. is no significant correlation between the measured errorbars (r err 0.05). Therefore, no correlation was added for the artificial stars.
In addition to the artificial measurement errors, a Gaussian error due to stellar parameters, δ sp , was added; the same value was assumed for both elements, with an average amplitude of 0.04 dex (the average stellar parameter error for [Zn/Fe]):
This was done to see if the errors of the stellar parameters were enough to create this correlation, in case they happened to work exactly the same for the Zn and Ni lines. Although the validity of this correlation is not unequivocal, see Fig. 15 , we do note that with an atomic number of Z = 28, Ni is the next even element to Zn, Z = 30. We therefore conclude that it is not improbable that this correlation is physical and comes from the co-production of these elements, although this possibility needs to be confirmed with data of higher quality.
Zn evolution: The influence of Type Ia SNe
The relevant contributions of SN Type II and Type Ia, and their different time scales, are the main drivers of decreasing [α/Fe] with metallicity. The α-like behaviour of Zn, as shown in Fig. 13 , has previously also been observed in the Milky Way (Nissen & Schuster 2011; Barbuy et al. 2015; Duffau et al. 2017) , and seems to suggest a similar explanation for the evolution of the [Zn/Fe] ratio.
Theoretical yields are also broadly consistent with this, where the mass fraction in the ejecta, M Zn /M Fe , is significantly higher from SN Type II compared to Type Ia (e.g. Iwamoto et al. 1999) . To test this more quantitatively, we compare the measured chemical abundances in Sculptor (see Table 8 ) with simple estimates using theoretical SN yields. We consider the change from an initial metallicity of [Fe/H] in = −2.3 to the final value of [Fe/H] fin = −1.5, where [X/Fe] in/fin are averaged chemical abundances in Sculptor, over ±0.2 in [Fe/H] in each case, see Fig. 13 and 
We assume the initial mass of gas to be M in g = 10 7 M ⊙ (Salvadori et al. 2015) , but the final result is independent of this value. Combining these two equations we get the initial elemental mass M in X for each element. For simplicity, we assume that SNe Type Ia dominate the chemical evolution from [Fe/H] = −2.3 to −1.5, so the mass created of each element is ≈ M Ia X . The final conditions are then:
Here Y X is the mass ejected for element X in one SN Type Ia, which is obtained by averaging over all models in Iwamoto et al. (1999) , see 
The result is consistent with the measured values, although the uncertainties here only include the propagated error of the mean of Y X (as listed Table 8 ). This is a simple estimate and for a more realistic model other effects have to be accounted for, e.g. the contribution of Type II SN, PISN, inflows and outflows of gas and inhomogeneous metal mixing. Our estimates are, however, sufficient to show that SN Type Ia yields can self-consistently explain the observed mean trends of Zn, Ti and S with Fe, in the Sculptor dSph.
Zinc in the Local Group and beyond
At present, stellar abundances of Zn have only been measured in a handful of galaxies in the Local Group, for a limited number of stars. We have collected the available literature data in Fig. 16 , most of which can also be found in the compilation of Berg et al. (2015) . The [Zn/Fe] measurements in dSph galaxies are not many and only cover a restricted number of stars and [Fe/H] range in each system. This limits the conclusions regarding the entire chemical enrichment history of Zn in these galaxies. Overall the currently available observations show similar trends in dSph galaxies to Sculptor, mainly low [Zn/Fe] values with an indication of spread and/or outliers. Similar to Sculptor, abundance measurements of stars in the main body of the Sagittarius dSph show low values of [Zn/Fe] (Sbordone et al. 2007) , although in this significantly larger galaxy the measured stars are at a higher [Fe/H] . Some scatter is present in the [Zn/Fe] abundance ratio in Sagittarius; however, no error estimates were published for these results, so it is possible that the spread is within what is expected from measurement uncertainties. In this metallicity range, −1
[Fe/H] 0, the measurements of α-elements also show a declining trend in Sagittarius (Sbordone et al. 2007) . This is consistent with the explanation that the low [Zn/Fe] arise from an increased contribution from SNe Type Ia.
In the Carina dSph a decreasing trend with [Fe/H] due to SNe Type Ia contribution is not obvious in the available measurements of α-elements (Venn et al. 2012; Lemasle et al. 2012; Fabrizio et al. 2015 ), yet low [Zn/Fe] abundances are observed, see Fig. 16 . We note that the star Venn612 in Carina with [Zn/Fe] = −0.8 (see Fig. 16 ) has an abnormal chemical abundance pattern with low values of the α-elements in general, and some of the iron-peak elements, compared to other stars in Carina (Venn et al. 2012) . Venn et al. (2012) concluded that this arises from inhomogeneous mixing, where this star was formed in a pocket of interstellar medium rich in SNe Type Ia ejecta, relative to SNe Type II. A similar interpretation has been applied to the star ET0381 at [Fe/H] = −2.4 from Sculptor from Jablonka et al. (2015) , implying that inhomogeneous mixing is commonplace in the earliest stages of dwarf galaxy evolution. If this outlier in Carina, Venn612, is excluded, the other measurements agree within the errorbars, with subsolar mean value of [Zn/Fe] = −0.14 ± 0.07, where the error here is δ avg .
In the dSph galaxies Sextans, Draco and Ursa Minor, [Zn/Fe] shows a decrease with [Fe/H], like in Sculptor. Similar to Venn612, the extremely Zn-poor star in Ursa minor, UMi-COS171 at [Zn/Fe] = −1.1 (Cohen & Huang 2010) , also has low abundance ratios in most other measured chemical elements with respect to Fe, in particular Mg, Sc, Ti, Mn and Ni. Its overall abundance pattern is thus unusual for Ursa Minor. Both in Draco and Ursa Minor the measurements show evidence of some scatter in [Zn/Fe]. There is no evidence for scatter in [Zn/Fe] abundance ratios in Sextans, but with only six measurements, it is impossible to conclude whether scatter is present in this galaxy.
Usually, only one line is used when Zn is measured in dwarf galaxy stars, and therefore errorbars are not always specified. Thus it is difficult to conclude overall how significant the measured spread in [Zn/Fe] is from previous work. However, all the Zn abundances in the literature are derived with a spectra of higher resolution than this work, and so on average the errorbars are expected to be smaller.
At the lowest metallicities, [Fe/H] −2, the abundance ratios of [Zn/Fe] Chen et al. 2002; Venn et al. 2004 ). This is not seen in [Zn/Fe] , which is broadly flat. However, there is structure in this flatness as the thick disc has higher [Zn/Fe] 2017). Recent work by Duffau et al. (2017) shows different [Zn/Fe] abundant ratios in dwarf and giant stars, which they attribute to the giants being more confined to the inner Galactic thin disc. So from these works, it is clear that the Galactic disc underwent a complex enrichment in Zn: the thick disc is different to the thin disc, and the inner and outer thin disc also differ in Zn. In the Milky Way bulge, at [Fe/H] ≥ −0.1, there is a clear decline in [Zn/Fe] , and a significant scatter in giant stars. Barbuy et al. (2015) explained this with SN Type Ia contribution. This is not confirmed by the microlensed dwarf and subgiant stellar sample of Bensby et al. (2013) in the bulge, and this discrepancy is currently unresolved. However, in the metallicity range of Sculptor, Milky Way giant and dwarf stars are in agreement.
Comparing the Zn evolution of Sculptor to the Milky Way, the decrease of [Zn/Fe] and sub-solar values at the highest metallicities seems a logical result from more contribution from SN Type Ia. So to explain the lack of low [Zn/Fe] in the dwarf stars of Bensby et al. (2013) , other sources of Zn have to be included. The metallicity dependence of Zn yields in SN Type II (Nomoto et al. 2013 ) is expected to have more influence in the Milky Way, compared to Sculptor, where there has been no star formation over the last ≈ 6 Gyr. In addition, theoretical calculations have suggested that a significant proportion of Zn in Milky Way stars has an origin in hypernovae, both at low and high metallicities (Umeda & Nomoto 2002; Kobayashi et al. 2006; Barbuy et al. 2015) . Whether these high energy supernovae play an important role in the chemical evolution histories in the much smaller dwarf galaxies is still not understood.
Due to its volatile nature, Zn is not significantly depleted onto dust, and can therefore be accurately measured in the interstellar medium of damped Lyman-alpha systems (DLAs) (Spitzer & Jenkins 1975; Savage & Sembach 1996; Jenkins 2009; Vladilo et al. 2011) . Since it belongs to the upper group of iron-peak elements, it has often been used as a proxy for Fe. Although this might be reasonable in some cases, caution is advised, since it is clear from measurements of stellar abundances in the Local Group that the behaviour of [Zn/Fe] with [Fe/H] is complicated, and environment dependent. A more detailed comparison between chemical abundances in DLAs and dwarf galaxies will be done in a following paper: Skúladóttir et al. in prep. 
Conclusions
A sample of ≈100 RGB stars in Sculptor was observed with VLT FLAMES/GIRAFFE, using the HR7A setting, which covers the wavelength range ∼4700-4970 Å. The sample consists of 15 new stars, and 86 stars which have previously been observed in other wavelength regions with VLT/FLAMES (Tolstoy et al. 2009; Skúladóttir et al. 2015a, Hill et al. in prep.) . The Fe and Ti measured from our HR7A spectra generally agree well with previously reported values from other observations, showing a decreasing trend of [Ti/Fe] Skúladóttir et al. (2015a) (4) This work (a) vr,5 = 109.0 km/s, from Skúladóttir et al. (2015b) 
